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BLEND-IN PROJECT 

Blend-In Simulation Game 

The Blend-IN Simulation Game is based  on 

different case scenarios that were developed to 

correspond to different situations in the partner 

countries such as Bulgaria, Greece, Germany, 

Italy, Slovenia and Poland. Case scenarios reflect  

real life situations that many youth workers come 

across in their countries. Youth workers can enter 

and create a character which according to each 

scenario will need to respond to different 

questions, which point them to the correct 

solutions. Each case leads at the end to a 

recommendation within the Handbook.  

The game is flexible and freely accessible for 

youth workers to gain and enhance their 

knowledge and competences in intercultural 

management and communication .  
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Blend-In Forum  

What’s new in Blend-
IN project? 
During the last months, the Blend-IN consortium 

has worked in finalizing the Simulation Game and 

Handbook for Intercultural Management and 

Communication. All partners have contributed to 

the  creation of a forum of discussion, addressed 

to youth organisations and youth workers from all 

over Europe... 

Blend-IN Intercultural Management & 

 Communication for Youth Organisations 

Youth workers from all over Europe can reg-

ister and create their profile in Blend-IN Fo-

rum. The Forum is open to young people 

who want to engage with other youth work-

ers, exchange ideas and best practices and 

learn about other cultures!  Registered users 

can create new discussion topics according 

to their interests.  
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Blend-In Handbook 

Final International Conference 

At the 8th of July it was held the Blend-IN International Conference with speakers 

from youth organisations in Greece, on a discussion about intercultural 

management and communication as well as professionalisation of youth 

organisations.  

The participating young people and representatives from youth organisations were 

taken through the different functionalities and features of the Blend-IN Simulation 

platform, Handbook and Forum. Our key speaker Stelios Maridakis, Secretary 

General of the National Youth Council mentioned the importance of engaging in 

youth exchanges and 

other activities aim at 

bringing together youth 

from different cultures. In 

addition, our speaker  

Nikos Papakostas, co-

founder of Inter Alia 

organisation spoke 

about the 

professionalization of 

youth organisations and 

the importance of 

intercultural management.   
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Partners meet again!   

The Handbook contains 

information on the Blend-IN 

Simulation game and how to use 

it, as this is the companion 

output of the project to 

additionally provide assistance to 

youth workers in their 

endeavors.  It has been 

developed by the six partners 

and contains important 

information on key topics: 

 Developing and managing 

communities and initiatives; 

 Intercultural communication 

 Dynamic management 

 Best practices in the field of 

intercultural communication 

and other simulation games 

The Final Consortium Meeting of the Project was held  in Athens at the 9th of 

July, and hosted by the University of the Peloponnese. Blend-IN partners dis-

cussed the finalization and sustainability of the project’s results. 

Meet the team!  

Visit our website: 

www.blendinproject.eu 


